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Eleanor Khazan Interview on August 30, 1990 
 

Eleanor Khazan, born Kiev, Russia (former USSR). February 28, 1959; describes her 
childhood in post-World War II Soviet Union and young adulthood, and experience of being 
Jewish in Kiev  
No siblings; both parents alive during childhood; maternal grandmother lived with her 
Grandparents and several earlier generations lived in Kiev 
Grandfather was manager of forest outside Kiev  
Grandmother had many sister; large families common before 1917 Revolution, but it was not 
the policy of the Soviet government to not have large families 
Daily routine was school and music school (three times a week); taken to music lessons by 
her grandmother; keeping children busy seen as necessity by Jewish parents 
After school, homework and chores like cleaning 
Lived in two-room apartment with four people; this was typical in Kiev 
Celebrated Passover with the few Jewish neighbors in apartment building 
Hamentashen for Passover; no special prayers though; fish for holidays 
Grandmother, accountant; mother, construction engineer; father, chemical engineer 
Encountered an instance of prejudice by another child 
Attended high school until the 10th grade at 15, then technical college 
College had protection for Jews because “not prestigious”; studied computer programing 
Had vacations; after first year in college, went to Crimea resorts with girlfriends 
Married at 20 in 1970; met husband in Kiev at friend’s house; knew each other a year before 
married 
Important Jewish tradition to meet parents before marrying 
It was more important to me that he be a good guy—when teen, that was what was important; 
Came to realize later how important it was that he was Jewish 
They lived with parents when married 
Julia, their only child, arrived three years after marrying 
Finished school about three years after getting married (about time Julia born) 
Father was child in WWII; father’s father killed in World War II  
Before married, in 1977, decided she wanted to leave Soviet Union; received invitation from 
Israel; but parents did not receive invitation, only grandmother 
Then, in 1979, the emigration door closed under Brehznev because of Afghanistan 
Life did not change much when Gorbachev came to power in 1985 
One synagogue in Kiev; didn’t know anyone who went; afraid to go because someone might 
see and report and harassed by KBG; knew someone who was thrown out of college for 
going to a synagogue 
Chernobyl nuclear disaster occurred on April 26, 1986; happened on a Friday, but did not 
know about the disaster until Monday; was not in paper or on television; went back to work 
on May 5, 1986; went back to work May 5, 1986; some people started sending their children 
by April 28, 1986; stayed inside, air outside bad; had to drink milk with iodine 
Went to husband’s parents, with Julia and grandmother 
Tried to leave the Soviet Union again in 1987 
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